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Lean Six Sigma For Beginners 3rd Edition, A Quickstart Beginnerâ€™s Guide To Lean Six Sigma 

Do you want to turn things around to increase your profits ? Do you want make processes smooth

and continuous ? The book explains precisely what you need to do to ensure that the wastage that

takes place in the organization comes to a stop, and that all operations are straightened out in a

way that makes processes smooth and continuous. In short, you are able to turn things around in a

way that results to increased revenues and hence profits. By implementing the guidelines given in

this book, you will transform your organization to one where downtime is a term of the past, and

where idle movements and idle talk do not exist. Consequently, you will find yourself with an

organization where nobody wants to leave because they feel like home, especially because in

addition to a better pay, each of them feels valued. Obviously, low turnover of the workforce is a

vote of confidence to the organization, and everyone wants to do business with organizations with a

good name. All this leads to increase in the organizationâ€™s bottom line and everyone associated

with the organization is happy.  In this book you will learn:  What Lean Six Sigma entails  How Lean

Six Sigma manifests itself on a day-to-day basis The relationship between the Lean Process and

the Six Sigma approach  How to use the concepts of Lean Six Sigma in a Professional environment 

Why it is important to adopt the Lean Six Sigma Management Approach to Business How to apply

Lean Six Sigma in Government InstitutionsChallenges to anticipate in implementing new processes

and how to tackle themHow to do statistical analysis in Lean Six Sigma The meaning of different

percentages calculated in Lean Six SigmaThe benefits small and medium size organizations stand

to gain from Lean Six SigmaHow to get special international recognition through Lean Six Sigma

CertificationThe distinct difference between general quality improvement and Lean Six SigmaThe

sectors that benefit from Lean Six SigmaGlobal job opportunities for Belt holders of Lean Six Sigma

The kinds of waste that Lean Six Sigma eliminatesHow Lean Six Sigma complements quality

assurance leading to efficiencyThe reason some companies shy away from Lean Six SigmaBig

reason you should implement Lean Six SigmaHow to write a business case for Lean Six SigmaAnd

much, much more.. So if you want to everything about Lean Six Sigma, then read further! Buy your

copy today!
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Wow. Can't believe how good the reviews on this book are. I wasn't expecting much as most "Intro",

"Dummy" and "Beginner" books are often very, very basic. This book dumbs things down to a whole

new level. I honestly can't imagine how anyone would get anything of value from this book. You

would be much better off using Google search and reading from free sources about Lean and Six

Sigma.Now, aside from just disliking the book in general, there are a whole slew of grammatical and

spelling errors. It reads like it was written in French and then thrown into Google Translator. Some

very poorly worded sentences. Your first hint is on the back cover of the "3rd Edition". The last

"word" on the back cover is revenuesandhenceprofits. The crazy thing is that there is a ton of space

left. They could have fit the words no problem but for some reason decided to create one big

word.From just my last few minutes of reading (and examples like this exist on nearly every page):--

"Definitely not - you need know no formula to avoid waste." = pg 77-- "How hard is the MBB exam?

Serious business it is." = pg 87The list goes on and on. After 90 pages I cannot continue, I'm not

going to try and finish the book. Save your money and buy a different book. Lean and Six Sigma are

important topics and there are much better ways to be introduced to either topic.

Despite several four and five star reviews, this book is poorly written in a "folksy" way where he

uses phrases like 'believe you me'. It's truly the antithesis of a business book. The author also

needs an editor to catch his numerous misspellings and other defects (which I found ironic in a book

about Six Sigma). Remember, you get what you pay for.

This is a great quick overview of the Lean Six Sigma idea. If you are looking to improve efficiency at

work this concept is where you should begin. I found this book to be an inspiration to look for more

in-depth information.



Very, very unimpressed. The first few chapters had potential, but it quickly deteriorated from there. I

bought this based on the high praise in the reviews on , and gave it to my entire staff as a primer on

Lean Six Sigma. What a waste!Buy The Lean Six Sigma Pocket Toolbook: A Quick Reference

Guide to 100 Tools for Improving Quality and Speed 1st Edition instead. Read and review one

chapter a week. Get results!

The author's did an outstanding job! It was a very easy read and really helped you to understand

and apply the Lean principles. This is a very complicated subject but the author manage to explain it

on a very easy to understand manner. There are excellent examples and tips throughout the book

and I thoroughly recommend it to all levels of supervision looking to improve their management

skills! I would recommend the book to a beginner as it does give a solid foundation of the material.

Extremely Educational!

Are you also new to Lean Six Sigma? Then get yourself a copy of this book! This is the ultimate

beginners guide to Lean Six Sigma. I do not have any idea about it until I read this book! If you're

just beginning to learn about Lean Six Sigma, This book from G. Harver has much helpful

information to assist you. This book will answer all you questions like, what is "Six Sigma" and then

what is â€œLeanâ€•. It also explains the Five Phases of Six Sigma and many more to mention! Very

Useful! Highly Recommended!

I admit I am very forgetful when it comes to business strategies, but I am very eager to know more

on how I can improve. For the benefit of myself and our family business I am researching on

processes on how we can improve our products and services! This is an excellent book both for a

newcomer to the topic and to someone like me who needed a refresher. I have been trained in a

number of the tools and techniques covered, but that was some time ago and I had forgotten most

of what I had learnt! This book was really helpful in reminding me of some of the tools that I now

need to use and I had no difficulty in understanding what to do.

This book has a good overview and very helpful, practical tips and advice of Lean Six Sigma. I must

say. It was well worth it. The best part is there is not too much technical jargon. Since you need to

improve customer satisfaction and reduce waste in your work, then you definitely need to apply the

Lean Six Sigma methods. I would recommend the book not only to technician or engineer, but any



entrepreneur or businessman who cares of customer satisfaction. I have given this book 5 star as it

explains the concept well. If you want to improve your process, this is a good publication to refer to.
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